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the close of the last chapter, but have their place here also. There
is the 'aubade', with its lovers who part; the Spring-song, with its
sequence of set phrases; the 'pastourelle', degenerating into any
frivolous encounter between a man and a maid (and so giving such
urban consequences as La Belle Barbiere); the 'maumarieV and the
ampler convention of taking matrimony in vain; scorn of the timid
lover; assignations by night and the consequent adventures. Once
laid down, these conventions form moulds for new inventions
which require little effort to imagine. They are an inexhaustible
fount of Gallic wit, and operate more strongly in Flanders than in
Germany, in Catalonia than in Castile, for in Castile marriage is
taken seriously and its infringement is tragic. These are not cases
where the student may compare an offshoot with an original, since
there need be no direct original, but only a pattern. The pattern,
however, is definitely of literary origin.
In the east of Europe we can hardly command such accurate
documentation as in the west, and the relation between epos and
ballad is less easy to define. Greek ballads were first known in their
late European forms, chiefly the klephtic 'tragoudia' of Epirus
describing guerrilla warfare against the Turks in the eighteenth and
early nineteenth centuries. It was much later that the great store
of Cappadocian ballads from Asia Minor began to be opened, and
the name and deeds of Digenis Akritas swam into our ken. The
Greeks of Cappadocia have lived without much knowledge of their
compatriots in Europe, under an alien rule. Only as a result of the
disastrous Graeco-Turkish War and the consequent population-
shifts have these isolated communities been brought into contact
with Hellenic scholars. The collection and comparison of Akritic
ballads is thus still under way; one hardly knows how far the name
extends or what other cycles should be marked off from those of
Digenis. A kind of epic poem on this hero was published by Sathas
and Legrand in 1875, from a fifteenth-century manuscript of
Trebizond, and other manuscripts have appeared more recently,
of which H. Gregoire relies on that of Grottaferrata.1 Apart from
Digenis's defence of the Euphrates we have to allow for a cgestej on
the defence of Amorium, and for songs concerning the Apelates
Philopappos, loannikis, and Kinnamos. The ballads and the epics
1 C. Sathas and E. Legrand, Collection de Monuments pour servir d Vetude de la
Langue neo-hellenique, nouv. se>. 6, Paris, Maisonneuve, 1875; and H. Gregoire's
articles in Byzantion, v, vi, vii, 1929—33.
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